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This research aimed to understand the categories of code-mixing in Sarah Sechan's program This research uses 
qualitative descriptive since the data collected were collected by watching the TV program. The data of this 
study was the sentences that contained code-mixing within the extent of words, phrases, clauses, or sentences 
which were found in utterances between the hosts and guests in Sarah Sechan program on Net TV. The source 
of information was Sarah Sechan's talk show. The technique of data collection applies during this study was the 
documentary technique and therefore, the instrument of information collection was recorded. The data was 
collected by downloading the video Sarah Sechan program through an official channel. Then, she transcribed 
each of the host and the guests’ utterances while they talked, commented, interacted, and responded to one 
another. After doing analysis, the researcher rolls out some facts. This type of insertion and external code-
mixing is dominant for this episode. 
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1. Introduction 
Language is very important for people's communication. People who communicate to deliver or receive 
information from people who speak only one language in society would be regarded as a misfit and lacking the 
information from the society. (Wardhaugh, 2015) state that “a monolingual individual would be regarded as a 
misfit, lacking an important skill in society, the skill of being able to interact freely with the speakers of other 
languages with whom regular contact is made in the ordinary business of living “ based on this statement above 
it is clear that people who speak only one language are called monolingualism. (Wardhaugh, 2015) also state 
that “Monolingualism, that is, the ability to use only one language “. People in Indonesia sometimes use more 
than one language in communication. Actually, they use Indonesia as the national language or they use 
Javanese, Sundanese and so on as the regional languages for thier communication. Based on the fact , Indonesia 
can be called as billingualism or multilingualism.  
(Bathia, 2013) say that, “The terms bilingualism and multilingualism have come to be used, respectively, to 
refer to the knowledge and use of two languages and the knowledge and use of three or more languages.” In 
bilingualism and multilingualism may produce a certain code to make their conversation run well. (Wardhaugh, 
2015) states that in bilingualism and multilingualism people are usually forced to select a particular code 
whenever they choose to speak, and they may also decide to switch from one code to another or to mix code. 
Another definition of Bilingualism based on (Scotton, 2005) states that “Bilingualism is the term for speaking 
one or more languages. Usually, the speakers’ mother tongue or first language is one of the two languages that 
make them bilinguals. Bilingualism is used as a cover term for multilingualism, too – speaking more than two 
languages.” Base on the statement above it can be concluded that bilingualism and multilingualism use certain 
codes in communication to express their feeling. People with bilingualism and multilingualism will not be a 
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misfit and they will not be lacking information in society. The bilingualism and multilingulism also will be 
feerly when they communicate with the other speaker because they can speak more than one language. 
When the conversants use both languages at the same time without changing the meaning and the conversants 
just change some of the elements of their utterance it is called code-mixing. (Wardhaugh, 2015) states that 
“code-mixing occurs when conversants use both languages together to the extent that they change from one 
language to the other in the course of a single utterance It means that the conversants just change some of the 
elements in their utterance”. Another theory, (Nababan, 1991) says that “it is a mixing of two or more language 
or language variation in speech act or discourse without something in using language situation which demands 
the speaker, it is only because of informal and speaker habitual”.  (Wardhaugh, 2015) state that “code-mixing is 
known as a process of mixing or switching from one code into another code that happened in conversation”. 
Another definition of code-mixing from (Wardhaugh, 2015)  stated that code-mixing is known as a process of 
mixing or switching from one code into another code that happened in the conversation. Another definition of 
code-mixing based on According to code-mixing happens when (Gumperz John, 1968) bilingual speakers use 
phrases, words, or clauses from a foreign language (pieces of one language smaller than clause), while the other 
language (code) functions as the base language. 
code-mixing occurs in the conversation, the lexical items and grammatical features from two languages 
appear in one sentence Based on the explanation above, code-mixing sometimes occurs in a conversation 
without changing the topic just change some of the elements in the utterance. For instance, we can see that on 
the program television. Many times we can see both the presenter or the guest when they are in conversation. 
For this paper, we will analyze whether code-mixing occurs in that conversation or not. Many people mix their 
language in their conversation for some reason. One of the reasons is to quote someone else. Based on 
(Hoffman, 1991) explains several reasons why bilinguals and multilingual switch or mix their language, it is 
ranging from talking about a particular topic, quoting somebody else, being emphatic about something, 
interjection (inserting sentence connectors), repetition used for clarification, the intention of clarifying the 
speech content for the interlocutor and expressing group entity. We can see that on the television programs both 
presenter and guest sometimes mix their language when they want to quote somebody else on their 
conversation. This research will be focussed on Sarah Sechan Talkswoh whether on that conversation they mix 
their language or not. 
According to (Suwito,1983)code-mixing is divided into two types: 1) Inner code-mixing, which happens of 
elements insertion from the original language with all its variation. This type happens when speakers insert the 
elements of his or her language into the national language. 2) Outer code-mixing, which occurs because of 
elements insertion stemming from a foreign It means that the first language of the speaker, in this case, the 
national language is inserted with his or her language (original language) or inserted with a foreign language 
from the speaker background. 
According to (Muysken, 2000) code-mixing is divided into three types, which are insertion, alternation, and 
congruent lexicalization. He said that these three types are constrained by different ways in specific bilingual 
settings. 
There some factors cause why do people mix the language in the conversation based on (Eunhee Kim, 2006)  
Here some of the factors: 
a. Bilingualism. It cannot be avoided that the ability to use to speak more than one language is a basic 
factor of code-mixing. Most of the world’s population is bilingual or multilingual. 
b. Speaker and partner speaking. Communication is the process of expressing ideas between two 
participants in a conversation. 
c. Social community. An individual lives and cooperates in one community 
d. either in a monolingual or bilingual community. 
e. Situation. Usually, code-mixing occurs in to relax or informal situation 
f. Vocabulary. There is not an appropriate word or when there is a lack of vocabulary in one language 
g. Prestige. Globalization era has lad people must able to speak more than one language, especially 
English 
As bilinguals and multilingual the above factors are relevant to why they mix their language in conversation. 
in a globalzation era. 
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2. Level of Code Mixing 
According to (Suwito, 1988) different kinds of code-mixing in the forms of word, phrase, baster, repetition 
word, idiom and clause. 
a. Word level 
Word is the smallest unit of language that consists of a morpheme or more than a morpheme. 
Example: ”Tapi teks ini catchy banget, bos”. 
b. Phrase Level 
Phrase is grammatical analysis to refer to a single element of structure typically containing more than one 
words, and lacking the subject and predicate structure typical of clauses. 
c. Clause Level 
A clause is a unit of grammatical organization smaller than the sentence, but larger than the phrases, words, or 
morphemes and clause having a subject and predicate. 
d. Baster Level 
Baster is a combination of two elements and creates one meaning, the form of baster basically forms of English 
and there is an addition of Indonesian slang affixation or vice versa. 
e. Repetition Word or Reduplication Word Level 
A repetition word is a word formed because of word reduplication. 
f. Idiom Level 
An idiom is a group of words with a meaning that is different from the meaning of the individual word. It means 
that idiom creates a new meaning that is different from the real meaning of each word. 
The previous study about code-mixing has gained much attention from some researchers. One of them;  Octa 
Pratama Putra and  Unpris Yastanti (2018) the researcher's analysis of code-switching and code-mixing in 
critical eleven novels by Ika Natassa.The result of this research points out that code-mixing is frequently used 
by the character in the novel. The other researcher Titi Dewi Rohati (2019)  analyses code-mixing, especially in 
the novel Takbir Cinta Zahrana The first one is about the level of code-mixing, the second one is about the 
factor of code-mixing, and the last one is about the reason why the characters in the novel using code-mixing. 
The research used qualitative research. This research will analyzes code-mixing in Sarah Sechan Talk Show and 
focus to find out the level of code-mixing and internal and external code-mixing in Sarah Sechan talk show. 
3. METHODS 
The approach for this research is qualitative  because it “is framed in terms of using words (qualitative) rather 
than numbers (quantitative), or using closed-ended questions (quantitative hypotheses) rather than open-ended 
questions (qualitative interview questions).” (Bogdan&Biklen,1992) This data collection procedure of this 
research may take the form of photographs, art objects, videotapes, website main pages, e-mails, text messages, 
social media text, or any forms of sound. It is the same with data procedure in qualitative that “A final category 
of qualitative data consists of qualitative audio and visual materials. This data may take the form of 
photographs, art objects, videotapes, website main pages, e-mails, text messages, social media text, or any forms 
of sound “ (Creswell, 2009) 
This research uses qualitative descriptive since the data collected were collected by watching the television 
program. The data of this study were the sentences that contained code-mixing within the level of words, 
phrases, clauses, or sentences which were found in utterances between the host and guests in Sarah Sechan talk 
show program on Net TV. The source of data was Sarah Sechan talk show. The technique of data collection 
applies in this study was the documentary technique and the instrument of data collection was recorded. The 
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data were collected by downloading the video Sarah Sechan talk show through an official channel. Then, she 
transcribed each of the host and the guests’ utterances while they talked, commented, interacted, and responded 
to each other. 
4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION. 
4.1. Types of code Mixing 
No Code Mixing  Types of Code Mixing 
1 selamat pagi ,kembali lagi bersama with me chinta laura Insertion  
2 janga khawatir ,  sekarang kan aku  jadi Host  
jadi shownya bakalan tambah exciting and young   
Insertion  
3 program kali ini bakal banyak dance nya,  
bakal banyak guest stars nya. Yang jelas lebih fun 
Insertion  
4 Koper aku tolong di pack aku mau ke holiwood SC insertion 
5 Ok never mind switch  silahkan CL Insertion  
6 Anyway, iam good, iam good  Alternation  
7 No ,  aku disini i exacly, udah 2 minggu  Insertion  
8 Saya ada di bali indo, it’s good opportunity for me Alternation 
9 Aku ingin goal aku di 2019 ,  
film indonesia biasa bagus banget 
Insertion  
10 Saya suka stalking, i stalk your instagram alot kehidupan dia,  sekarang 
di newyork sekarang di LA dengan pacarnya yang ganteng. 
Insertion and 
 alternation 
11 May be aku di film in sycopat banget ya . Insertion  
12 Aku pake felling felling aku, untuk scene scene yang susah Insertion  
13 Apa yang membuat kamu bisa marah marah dalam film ,  
What make you so anggry ? 
Alternation  
14 My bullying in senior high school Insertion  
15 When i got bullying at the school Alternation  
16 High school  cewe pada jahat kan ya so verbal Insertion  
17 Very jealous  Insertion  
18 Apa ya ? it was really fun  
karena yang jadi pacar aku michel jhonsen 
Alternation  
19 Kadang kadang jika kita buat movie yang very perfect Insertion  
20 So sometime stressfull karena kejar waktu dan 
 harus setip take itu sebagus mungkin 
Insertion 
Based on the above table, it can be concluded that code-mixing occurs in Sarah Sechan Talkshow and the 
insertion is dominant in this talk show rather than another type of code-mixing. another focus will be analyzed 
about the level of code-mixing. as the theory said that there are 6 levels of code-mixing.  
4.2. Level of code mixing 
No Code Mixing  Types of Code Mixing 
1 selamat pagi ,kembali lagi bersama with me chinta laura Phrase Level 
2 janga khawatir ,  sekarang kan aku  jadi Host  
jadi shownya bakalan tambah exciting and young   
Word Level 
3 program kali ini bakal banyak dance nya,  
bakal banyak guest stars nya. Yang jelas lebih fun 
Word Level 
4 Koper aku tolong di pack aku mau ke holiwood SC Word Level 
5 Ok never mind switch  silahkan CL Phrase Level  
6 Anyway, iam good, iam good  Clause Level 
7 No ,  aku disini i exacly, udah 2 minggu  Phrase Level 
8 Saya ada di bali indo, it’s good opportunity for me Clause Level 
9 Aku ingin goal aku di 2019 ,  
film indonesia biasa bagus banget 
Word Level  
10 Saya suka stalking, i stalk your instagram alot kehidupan dia,  sekarang Clause Level 
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di newyork sekarang di LA dengan pacarnya yang ganteng. 
11 May be aku di film in sycopat banget ya . Phrase Level 
12 Aku pake felling felling aku, untuk scene scene yang susah Repitition Word Level 
13 Apa yang membuat kamu bisa marah marah dalam film ,  
What make you so anggry ? 
Clause Level  
14 My bullying in senior high school Phrase Level 
15 When i got bullying at the school Clause Level 
16 High school  cewe pada jahat kan ya so verbal Phrase Level 
17 Very jealous  Phrase Level 
18 Apa ya ? it was really fun  
karena yang jadi pacar aku michel jhonsen 
Clause Level 
19 Kadang kadang jika kita buat movie yang very perfect Phrase Level 
20 So sometime stressfull karena kejar waktu dan 
 harus setip take itu sebagus mungkin 
Phrase Level 
Based on the above table, the result of code-mixing that occurs in Sarah Sechan Talkshow is dominated by 
word-level Another focus will be analyzed about the internal and external code-mixing on Sarah Sechan 
Talkshow 
Data 1 external code-mixing 
“selamat pagi ,kembali lagi bersama with me chinta laura, janga khawatir ,  sekarang kan aku  jadi Host jadi 
shownya bakalan tambah exciting and young ...” ( Good Morning, welcome back with me Cinta Laura, dont 
worry, I’am a host and this  will be exciting and young) 
These utterances show that code-mixing occurs when Cinta Laura acts as the presenter of Sarach Schean Talk 
Show to open the show. from this utterance also show that the type of code-mixing is external code-mixing 
because Cinta inserted some English word to this utterance. 
Data 2 External Code Mixing 
“program kali ini bakal banyak dance nya, bakal banyak gueststars nya. Yang jelas lebih fun “ ( this programm 
there will be a dance and the guest stars from hollywood then this programm will be fun) 
When Cinta Laura speaks to the audience and explained that the program will be fun. the code-mixing 
occurred three times ( fun, guest stats, and dance). in this utterance, Cinta inserted some English words. it means 
that external code-mixing occurred in this utterance.   
Data 3 External Code Mixing 
“Koper aku tolong di pack aku mau ke Hollywood  “ ( Please help to pack my luggage because i want to go to 
Hollywood )   
This is Sarah Sechan statement. she asks her crew to help her with packing the luggage because she wants to 
go to Hollywood. After all, Cinta Laura takes her job as the presenter. In this situation, code-mixing occurred 
when Sarah says “Pack” means in Bahasa berkemas.  
Data 4 External Code Mixing. 
“Anyway, iam good, iam good” , 
from this utterance the repetition of word code-mixing occurred when Cinta Laure tells her condition to 
Sarah. 
Data 5 External Code Mixing 
“No,  aku disini exactly sudah 2 minggu ( No, I have been here for two weeks )”  
From this utterance, the code-mixing occurred when Cinta Laura responds to the question from the presenter. 
Cinta laura inserts the word “Exactly “. this type of code-mixing is the insertion and word level. 
Data 6 External Code Mixing 
“Saya suka stalking, i stalk your Instagram a lot kehidupan dia, sekarang di newyork sekarang di LA dengan 
pacarnya yang ganteng “ ( i always stalk her Instagram about her life, sometimes she in Newyork then sometime 
in LA with her boyfriend ).  
Form this utterance has shown that Sarah as presenter of this talk show mixes the language when she described 
to Chinta if she always stalks her Instagram. 
Data 7 External Code Mixing 
“Aku pake feeling feeling aku, untuk scene scene yang susah” ( i use my feeling for the difficulty scene) .  
From this utterance, Cinta Laura mixes the language and she repeats the words felling and the words scene. it 
means that repetition word is used in this utterance as the level of code-mixing. 
Data 8 External Code Mixing 
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“Apa ya ? it was really fun karena yang jadi pacar aku michel Johnsen” ( it was really fun because Michel 
Jhonsen becomes a boyfriend in this film)  
Cinta Laura express her feeling to Sarah that she was fun because Michel Jhonsen becomes a boyfriend in a 
new film. In this utterance, Cinta Mixes the language and Cinta used a whole sentence in this utterance. 
5. CONCLUSION  
After the author analyzed Sarah Sechan's talks show special Cinta Laura, the conclusion can be drawn at 
some point. the primary that the presenter and guest used the sort of code-mixing on Sarah Sechan talk show 
special Cinta Laura on NET TV. The dominant type is utilized in this talk show is external code-mixing. The 
second, method of code-mixing occurred in Sarah Sechan Talkshow special Cinta Laura on NET TV. they are 
insertion and alternation the insertion word level is dominant within the conversation between the presenter and 
the guest. The last, the explanations for using the code-mixing on this talk show are to vary the subject, to urge 
the effectiveness for changing the topic, and for emphasizing the topic utilized by the presenter and guest to 
precise their feeling during the show 
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